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Conductance suppression due to correlated electron transport in coupled double quantum dots

Géza Tóth,* Alexei O. Orlov, Islamshah Amlani, Craig S. Lent,† Gary H. Bernstein, and Gregory L. Snider
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
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The electrostatic interaction between two capacitively coupled metal double-dots is studied at low tempera-
tures. Experiments show that when the Coulomb blockade is lifted by applying appropriate gate biases to both
double-dots, the conductance through each double-dot becomes significantly lower than when only one double-
dot is conducting. A master equation is derived for the system and the results obtained agree well with the
experimental data. The model suggests that the conductance lowering in each double-dot is caused by a
single-electron tunneling in the other double-dot. Here, each double-dot responds to the instantaneous, rather
than average, potentials on the other double-dot. This leads to correlated electron motion within the system,
where the position of a single electron in one double-dot controls the tunneling rate through the other double-
dot. @S0163-1829~99!16347-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade much attention has been given to si
charge tunneling phenomena.1–24 Various aspects have bee
studied: single-dot12 and double-dot experiments,17,19,25

single electron transistors,1–4 single electron turnstile,13 and
pump.18 Both first-5 and second-order6,7,14,15 tunneling phe-
nomena have been analyzed. Correlated transport has
been discussed in the literature. References 9, 11, an
analyze the transport of electron-hole pairs~excitons!
through arrays of capacitively coupled double-dots.26

This paper is based on a recent experiment realizin
single quantum-dot cellular automata~QCA! cell.27,28 Al-
though the physical phenomenon to be described is a gen
feature of coupled double-dots, we review this topic brie
A QCA cell consists of four metal islands~dots! as shown in
Fig. 1~a!. ~In addition to the metal-island cell, the semico
ductor quantum-dot and molecular realizations were a
studied.29,33–40! The lines in the diagram indicate the pos
bility of interdot tunneling. The cell has two allowed charg
polarizations,P511 and 21, as the two extra electron
occupy antipodal sites@Fig. 1~b!#. When placed in close
proximity along a line, QCA cells align with the same pola
ization.

The four metal~aluminum! dot system used in this exper
ment can be seen in Fig. 2~a!. The voltage sources,VD left and
VDright , apply small biases, and currentsI left and I right are
measured. A symbolic representation of the four dots
shown in Fig. 2~b!. The circles denote the dots, and the lin
indicate the possibility of interdot tunneling.D1 andD2 are
the left double-dot~DD!; D3 andD4 are the right DD.

In measuring the conductance through one double-d
significant~35–40 %! conductance lowering was observed
the other DD was also conducting. This will be referred to
conductance suppressionin this paper. Our analysis revea
that the cause of the conductance suppression is corre
electron transport in the whole two-DD system; that is, o
DD responds to the instantaneous position of the electro
the other DD, and not to the average potential caused by
alternation of the charge configurations in the other DD.
the latter case, the conductance lowering would not hap
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~24!/16906~7!/$15.00
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In Sec. II the experiments are explained in detail. In S
III the theoretical model is described. In Sec. IV the expe
mental results and those obtained from the model are c
pared. The Appendix gives some details about the comp
tion of the averageP511/P521 transition time.

II. EXPERIMENT

In the experiment~for details see Ref. 28! we considered
the behavior of a QCA cell, consisting of the two doubl
dots, to determine the best conditions for QCA operati
The signs of the gate biases were chosen to allow movem
of an electron within a double-dot while keeping the to
number of electrons constant. We noticed that conducta
decreased in both DD’s whenever both were conducting

To understand the experiment we need to examine
charging processes of a two-DD system. The behavior of
DD can be described by the so-calledhoneycomb1–3,17graph.
This is a phase diagram giving the minimum energy cha
configurations as the function of the two electrode voltag
For the whole two-DD system, the electrode voltages of b

FIG. 1. Schematic of the basic four-site semiconductor Q
cell. ~a! The geometry of the cell. The lines indicate the possibil
of interdot tunneling. The tunneling energy between two si
~quantum dots! is determined by the heights of the potential barr
between them.~b! Coulombic repulsion causes the two electrons
occupy antipodal sites within the cell. These two bistable sta
result in cell polarization ofP511 andP521.
16 906 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 16 907CONDUCTANCE SUPPRESSION DUE TO CORRELATED . . .
DD’s must also be included in the full description; howev
this would mean that the ground-state charge configura
must be given as a function of four parameters. In our
periment symmetric input voltages were applied for t
DD’s. This reduces the number of parameters to 2 and
occupancy can now be given as a function ofVleft5Vleft15
2Vleft2 andVright5Vright152Vright2.

Figure 3~a! shows the phase diagram of the two-DD sy
tem if there is no capacitive coupling between the left a
right DD. The phases corresponding to different minimu
energy charge configurations are separated by lines, sim
to the usual honeycomb graph. However, a phase is
described by the occupancy of all four dots.~The overline
denotes negative sign in the figure, e.g., 15̄21.! The left
two numbers belong to the left DD, and the right two belo
to the right DD. We denote the occupancy by@N1N2 ;N3N4#
whereNi is the occupancy of the dotDi . Note, that for the
phase aroundVleft5Vright50 we choose the@01;01# occu-
pancy of our reference instead of@00;00#. It corresponds to
simply a rigid shift of the operating point. In Fig. 3~a! the
two DD’s are independent of each other. By increasing
Vleft(Vright), only the occupancy of the left DD~right DD!
changes. The occupancy of one dot of the DD increases b
the other dot’s occupancy decreases by 1.

Figure 3~b! shows the phase diagram for nonzero co
pling between the DD’s. The points where four phase b
ders meet are now split into two triple points. The squa
shaped phase regions turn into hexagons. In Fig. 3~b! the
crucial region of the phase diagram, which we examine
perimentally, is framed. There are four phases in this reg
@01;01#, @01;10#, @10;01#, and @10;10#. During QCA opera-
tion theVright voltage is kept constant andVleft changes sign.
The system moves on a horizontal line in the phase diag

FIG. 2. ~a! Two-DD system. TheD1 , D2 , D3 , andD4 denote
the four metal islands~dots!. TheVD left /VDright voltage sources and
the I left /I right current meters are used for double-dot conducta
measurements.~b! The symbolic representation of the system. T
circles and the lines represent metal islands and tunnel juncti
respectively.
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~shown by the arrow!. By choosing an appropriateVright , this
horizontal line will cross the phase border between
@10;01# and @01;10# phases, corresponding to a transitio
from one polarization state to the other.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the phase borders where t
left DD and the right DD, respectively, conduct. The expe
mental results of the conductance measurement corresp
ing to the framed parts of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! are shown in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. When only one DD conducts, the heig
of the conductance peak at the border is almost indepen
of the applied input voltages. However, at the phase bord
where both DD conduct, the conductance is significantly~up
to 35–40%! decreased. The conductance lowering in the
and right DD’s is clearly visible in the center of the corr
sponding conductance graphs of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. The
conductance lowering can be also seen in Fig. 6, where
conductance of the right DD is given as a function ofVright
for three differentVleft voltages. It is this lowering which the
theoretical analysis of the next two sections will explain.

III. THEORY

We analyze the near-equilibrium behavior of circuits d
scribed in terms ofleads and metal islandscoupled by tunnel

e

s,

FIG. 3. ~a! The phase diagram of the two-DD system if there
no capacitive coupling between the left and right DD’s. The figu
shows the@N1N2 ;N3N4# most probable charge configuration as t
function of the input voltages.~b! The phase diagram of the
two-DD system when the left and right DD’s are capacitive
coupled. The framed part of the phase diagram is studied in
paper. At the phase borders one of the DD’s~e.g.,@01;10#/@01;01#!
or both of them~e.g., @01;10#/@10;01#! conduct. The arrow corre-
sponds to QCA operation.
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16 908 PRB 60GÉZA TÓTH et al.
junctions and capacitors. The tunneling resistance is h
enough ~Rt5430 kV@RQ5h/e2'26 kV, where h is the
Planck constant! to apply the perturbative theory. In mode
ing tunneling events theorthodox theory1–4 of single electron
tunneling was used, andcotunneling6,7,14,15 has been ne-
glected, since the thermally assisted sequential tunne
plays the main role in conducting current.30

The free energy of a charge configuration can be writ
as

F5
1

2 F q
q8GT

C21F q
q8G2vTq85Eelectrostatic2Wsources. ~1!

HereC is the capacitance matrix that describes the struc
of the circuit,v is a vector of lead voltages, andq andq8 are
the island charge vector and the lead charge vector, res
tively. A metal island ~dot! is connected to the circui
through capacitors and tunnel junctions, and its total cha
is constrained to be~at T50 K! a multiple of the elementary
charge.

The first term of the energy expression describes the e
trostatic energy of the capacitors and tunnel junctions. T
second term is the work done by the sources transfer
charge to the leads. The equilibrium charge configuration
temperatureT50 K is the one that has minimal free energ
For T.0 K, higher energy configurations must also be
cluded in computing thermal expectation values. The m
sured island charge is then no longer strictly an integer m
tiple of the elementary charge; it is rather the therm
average of the island charge over accessible configuratio

FIG. 4. The phase borders where the~a! left and the~b! right
DD conduct. The conductances for the framed part are show
Fig. 5 magnified.
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The dynamics of the system are governed by the follo
ing equation which gives the tunneling rate of an electron
a tunnel junction:5

G i→ j5
1

e2RT

DFi j

12e~DFi j /kT! , ~2!

whereDFi j is the difference between the free energy of t
initial and final states, andRT is the tunneling resistance o
the junction. In most cases the change in free energy eq
the difference of the free energies of the initial and fin
charge configurations (DFi j 5Fi2F j ), except for the transi-

in

FIG. 5. Comparison of the~a!, ~b! measured and the~c!,~d!
calculated conductance curves of the left and right double-dots.
conductances are given as a function ofVleft andVright . In ~d! the
DVright voltage shift is the effect of the change of occupancy in
left DD. The 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nS contours are shown.
conductance suppression is clearly visible in the center of
graphs. For~c! and~d!, the insets show the three-dimensional co
ductance plots. The curves corresponding to the three vertical l
in ~b! are given in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. The measured~crosses and dots! and computed~solid
line! conductance curves as the function ofVright for three different
Vleft voltages. The curves correspond to the three vertical line
Fig. 5~b!.
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PRB 60 16 909CONDUCTANCE SUPPRESSION DUE TO CORRELATED . . .
tions when the electron enters to or arrives from a volta
source. In these casesDFi j 5Fi2F j6eVD , whereVD is the
source voltage. The energyeVD is the work done by the
voltage source to raise the potential of an elementary ch
from ground toVD .

The tunneling rates are used in amaster-equation1–3,16

model. An alternative approach would be the Monte Ca
method.23,24 The master equation method is preferable h
since the system is near equilibrium so the number of st
~charge configurations! required for modeling is not large
For the master equation model, the accessible charge
figurations and the transition rates between them mus
known. Our model involves all the 16 charge configuratio
having 0 or 1 dot occupancies~@00;00#, @00;01#, @00;10#,...,
@11;10#, @11;11#! and all the possible transitions connecti
them.

The master equation has the form

dP

dt
5GP, ~3!

whereP is the vector containing the probabilities of occu
rence for the 16 states andG is a matrix describing the stat
transitions. This equation can be easily solved for the stat
ary state.

If the VD left andVDright source voltages are zero then t
Pst,i stationary solutions are given by the Boltzmann dis
bution:

Pst,i5
eFi /kT

(ke
~Fk /kT! , ~4!

whereFi is the free energy of statei. In this case the curren
is of course zero.

If the source voltages are small~experimentally they were
5 mV! then thePst,i stationary solutions can be approximat
with the probabilities given by the Boltzmann distributio
The results are similar to those obtained from the ma
equations. However, the Boltzmann distribution cannot
used to compute the current which is an inherently none
librium phenomenon. Therefore the master equation
proach is necessary for conductance computations.

Knowing the probability of occurrence for each state a
the transition probabilities, the current through a hypothet
current meter can be computed as

I 5e(
i , j

ci j Pst,iG i→ j , ~5!

wheree is the elementary charge,G i→ j is the transition rate
from statei to statej, andPst,i is the i th element of station-
ary solution of the Eq.~3! master equations. The coefficie
ci j is zero if the transition from statei to statej does not
involve current through the current meter, and it is11 ~21!
if during this transition an electron exits~enters! through the
current meter.

The master equation approach can also be used to c
pute the average transition rate between two charge con
rations, even if there is not a direct transition between th
For example the transition time from statei to state j ( i
, j ) can be given in closed form as
e
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^t i→ j&5r j9G̃
22@0...01

i
^

0...0#T, ~6!

where the matrixG̃ and the row vectorr j9 are related toG. G̃
is obtained fromG omitting its j th row andj th column.r j9 is
obtained from thej th the row ofG, leaving out itsj th ele-
ment.~For further details see the Appendix.!

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the numerical solution of the master equatio
Figs. 5~c! and 5~d! show the calculated conductances of t
left and right double-dots as the functions ofVleft andVright
@Compare with the experimental graphs shown in Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!.# In Fig. 6 the computed conductance~solid line!
and the measured conductance~crosses and dots! curves are
shown as the function ofVright for three differentVleft volt-
ages. For the temperature the measuredT570 mK was
taken.31 Due to the unknown background charge, the cond
tance curve was allowed to shift rigidly in theVleft andVright
plane for fitting. The model uses the tunneling resistance
fitting parameter. The results of the calculations agree w
the experiment upon takingRT5430 kV. ~The measured
room temperature resistance of the tunnel junctions va
between 400 and 550 kV.! It can be observed that the con
ductance is lower on the phase border where both DD’s c
duct @in the center of the graphs in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#,
which matches the experiments.

We have shown that the solution of the master equati
for the two-DD system quantitatively agrees with the me
sured data. The master-equation model describes the c
lated electron transport through the two DD’s. This statem
can be supported by computing the correlation between
charge polarization of the two DD’s. The charge polarizati
of a DD is defined with the occupancy of the top and botto
dots as

PDD5Ntop2Nbottom. ~7!

It is 11 and21 for the@10# and the@01# double-dot charge
configurations, respectively. We define the correlation fu
tion between the double-dots as

Cpp5^PleftPright&2^Pleft&^Pright&, ~8!

where^•& denotes the thermal expectation value. This cor
lation function would be zero if each DD only responded
the average charge on the other. In Fig. 7 the dependenc
the correlation function is shown on the input voltages.Cpp
has a peak at the origin, where the conductance lowe
occurs. Further from the origin its value is zero, indicati
that there is no correlation between the double-dots th
The inset shows the temperature dependence of the cor
tion peak. The correlation between the double-dots decre
with increasing temperature. At the experimental tempe
ture, the height of the correlation peak isuCppu>0.75.

Correlated electron transport through the two DD’s mea
that one DD responds to the instantaneous electron pos
in the other DD. It is instructive to examine what wou
happen if one DD responded only to theaveragecharge
density of the other DD. Figure 8 shows the calculated c
ductance of the right DD in this case.@See Fig. 5~d! for
comparison.# The conductance of the right DD was com
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16 910 PRB 60GÉZA TÓTH et al.
puted placing static charge in the left DD, corresponding
its time averaged charge density. The conductance lowe
cannot be seen, and this also implies that the electron tr
port through the two DD is correlated.

In Fig. 5~d! DVright denotes the voltage shift in the con
ductance graph of the right DD due to the change of oc
pancy in the left DD. If the coupling capacitance is high
between the two double-dots, this voltage shift and the c
ductance lowering will be larger.32 However, if the two
double-dots are coupled with smaller capacitances,DVright
and the conductance lowering decrease. In the limit of
coupled DD’s, conductance lowering does not occur a
DVright50.33–40

We can use this analysis to estimate theP511/P521
transition rate. The results of the computations give 50 M
for this particular two-DD structure. During theP511/P
521 transition the input voltage of the left DD is change
while the input voltage of the right DD is kept constant. T
input voltage of the left DD is changed in such a way tha
mimics the switching of an adjacent cell.28 Modifying the
capacitances, especially the coupling between the two D
and decreasing the resistance of the tunnel junctions ca
crease the transition frequency.32

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper electron transport through coupled doub
dots has been analyzed. Experimentally, a suppressio

FIG. 7. The correlation between the top dots of the two DD’s
a function ofVleft andVright for T570 mK. The correlation is maxi-
mum at the origin where the conductance lowering occurs.
inset shows the temperature dependence of the correlation pe
decreases with increasing temperature.

FIG. 8. The calculated conductance of the right DD for the c
if the right DD responded to the average charges on the left DD
the graph, the 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nS contours are shown.
conductance lowering is not seen in this figure.@Compare with Fig.
5~d!.#
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conductance in one double-dot was observed when the
ond double-dot was conducting. This is explained theor
cally in terms of the correlation of electron motion in th
system. A model has been developed which rather accura
reproduced the experimental data. The straightforward in
pretation of this model is that the electron in one double-
responds not just to the time average fluctuations of cha
in the neighboring double-dot, but to the instantaneo
charge configuration. This leads to a nonvanishing corre
tion in the coupled electron motion.
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APPENDIX: AVERAGE TRANSITION TIME
COMPUTATIONS

The average transition time from statei to statej ( i , j ) is
computed. The computations are based on the follow
model. First, all the systems of the ensemble are in stai.
Then the ensemble is allowed to evolve according to
master equation describing its behavior.~It will be given
later.! Eventually all the systems arrive at statej @Pj (`)
51#. The average transition time can be computed as

^t i→ j&5E
0

`

t
dPj

dt
dt, ~A1!

where (dPj /dt)Dt gives the ratio of systems which reac
statej during theDt time interval.

When measuring transition time from statei to statej the
systems already arrived in statej should stay in statej and
should not leave it. Thus theG8 coefficient matrix used for
average transition time computations is different from t
original G matrix of the system. It can be obtained fromG by
setting the elements of itsj th column to zero.~This corre-
sponds to the inhibition of all the transitions from statej.!
The master equation with the modifiedG8 coefficient matrix
is

dP

dt
5G8P. ~A2!

The P(t) solution of this equation can be written in an e
ponential form. From this solution thedPj /dt can be ex-
pressed and substituted into Eq.~A1!; however, the integra-
tion cannot be done symbolically becauseG8 is not
invertible. ~To compute the integral given in Eq.~A1! we
need the inverse ofG8.! Thus, before making the steps ju
mentioned, some additional matrix manipulations are nee
to makeG8 invertible.

One way to makeG8 invertible is to eliminatePj from
Eq. ~A2!. Pj can be easily eliminated because thej th column
of the coefficient matrix is only zeros. The elimination ofPj
corresponds to changes in the coefficient matrix and thP

vector. The new coefficient matrix,G̃, is obtained fromG8
omitting its j th row andj th column. It can be obtained from
G8 as well with the same transformation, becauseG8 and G̃

s

e
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differ only in j th the column that was just omitted.P̃ is
formed by leaving out thej th element ofP.

After the elimination ofPj the following master equation
is obtained:

dP̃

dt
5G̃ P̃. ~A3!

The initial value ofP̃ corresponds to the case when all th
systems of the ensemble are in statei:

P̃~0!5@0...01
i
^

0...0#T. ~A4!

The time dependence ofP̃ can be given as the solution of the
master equation~A3!:

P̃~ t !5eG̃t P̃~0!5eG̃t@0...01
i
^

0...0#T. ~A5!

For Eq.~A1! we need the time derivative ofPj , but ~A3!
does not contain it because it was obtained after eliminat
Pj . The time derivative ofPj can be found in Eq.~A2!. This
master equation represents a differential equation syst
The j th line of the equation system that gives the requir
time derivative is

dPj

dt
5r j8P, ~A6!
e

o

o

g

m.
d

wherer j8 is the j th row of G8. Knowing that thej th element
of r j8 is zero ~the j th column of G8 is zero! this can be

written with P̃ as

dPj

dt
5r j9P̃, ~A7!

wherer j9 is the j th row of G8 ~and also ofG! omitting its j th
element. Substituting first~A7! and then~A5! into ~A1!, the
average transition time from statei to statej is

^t i→ j&5E
0

`

tr j9P̃dt5r j9E
0

`

t P̃dt

5r j9E
0

`

teG̃tdt@0...0 1 0...0#T. ~A8!

Using

E
0

`

te2atdt5a22, ~A9!

the transition time in a closed form is obtained as Eq.~6!.
The right-hand side of Eq.~A9! can be computed becauseG̃

is invertible. The infinite integral can be evaluated becauseG̃
has only negative eigenvalues.
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